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Extended response (35 marks) 

Assessment objectives 
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following 
objectives: 

1. demonstrate an understanding of the elements of dance, structure, production elements and
dance skills in a selected dance work

2. apply written literacy skills using relevant dance terminology and language conventions to
communicate ideas and meaning

4. analyse and interpret elements of dance, structure, production elements and dance skills
used in a selected dance work

8. evaluate the selected dance work, justifying the use of elements of dance, structure,
production elements and dance skills to communicate stated meaning.

Note: Objectives 3, 5, 6 and 7 are not assessed in this instrument. 
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Introduction 

The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock external 
assessments for each General senior syllabus subject to support the introduction of external 
assessment in Queensland. 

An external assessment marking guide (EAMG) has been created specifically for each mock 
external assessment.  

The mock external assessments and their marking guides were: 

• developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject

associations and universities

• aligned to the external assessment conditions and specifications in General senior syllabuses

• developed under secure conditions.

Purpose 

This document consists of an EAMG and an annotated response. 

The EAMG: 

• provides a tool for calibrating external assessment markers to ensure reliability of results

• indicates the correlation, for each question, between mark allocation and qualities at each

level of the mark range

• informs schools and students about how marks are matched to qualities in student responses.

Mark allocation 

Where a response does not meet any of the descriptors for a question or a criterion, a mark of ‘0’ 

will be recorded.  

Where no response to a question has been made, a mark of ‘N’ will be recorded.
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External assessment marking guide (EAMG) 
Criterion: Understanding dance concepts and skills (2 marks) 

The response Mark 

• accurately shows knowledge and understanding of dance concepts and skills 2 

• shows knowledge and understanding of dance concepts and skills allowing for some errors 1 

• does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 
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Criterion: Analysing and interpreting dance concepts and skills (16 marks) 
 

For excerpt one, the response Mark For excerpt two, the response Mark 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 identifies clear and valid interrelationships between

key characteristics 
 provides clear and detailed description of how both

are manipulated to communicate meaning 

8 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 identifies clear and valid interrelationships between

key characteristics 
 provides clear and detailed description of how both

are manipulated to communicate meaning 

8 

For one dance concept and skill: 
 identifies clear and valid interrelationships between

key characteristics 
 provides clear and detailed description of how it is

manipulated to communicate meaning 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how it is manipulated to communicate

meaning 

7 For one dance concept and skill: 
 identifies clear and valid interrelationships between

key characteristics 
 provides clear and detailed description of how it is

manipulated to communicate meaning 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how it is manipulated to communicate

meaning 

7 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how both are manipulated to

communicate meaning 

6 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how both are manipulated to communicate

meaning 

6 

For one dance concept and skill: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how both are manipulated to

communicate meaning 
For the other dance concept and skill: 
 provides isolated examples with characteristics
 expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to

communicate meaning 

5 For one dance concept and skill: 
 identifies connections between key characteristics
 describes how both are manipulated to communicate

meaning 
For the other dance concept and skill: 
 provides isolated examples with characteristics
 expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to

communicate meaning 

5 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 provides appropriate isolated examples with

characteristics 
 expresses ideas about how both were manipulated

4 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 provides appropriate isolated examples with

characteristics 
 expresses ideas about how both were manipulated

4 
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For excerpt one, the response Mark For excerpt two, the response Mark 

to communicate meaning to communicate meaning 

For one dance concept and skill: 
 provides appropriate isolated examples with

characteristics 
 expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to

communicate meaning 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

3 For one dance concept and skill: 
 provides appropriate isolated examples with

characteristics 
 expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to

communicate meaning 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

3 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

2 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

2 

For one dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

For the other dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements only

1 For one dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements
 expresses ideas

For the other dance concept and skill: 
 describes movements only

1 

• does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 • does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 
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Criterion: Evaluating and justifying dance (12 marks) 

For excerpt one, the response Mark For excerpt two, the response Mark 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 makes valid and convincing judgments about how

effectively both communicate meaning 
 uses detailed and credible examples that support

the judgments 

6 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 makes valid and convincing judgments about how

effectively both communicate meaning 
 uses detailed and credible examples that support

the judgments 

6 

For one selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid and convincing judgments about how

effectively it communicates meaning 
 uses detailed and credible examples that support

the judgments 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid judgments about how it communicates

meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the judgments

5 For one selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid and convincing judgments about how

effectively it communicates meaning 
 uses detailed and credible examples that support

the judgments 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid judgments about how it

communicates meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the

judgments 

5 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 makes valid judgments about how both

communicate meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the judgments

4 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 makes valid judgments about how both

communicate meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the

judgments 

4 

For one selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid judgments about how it communicates

meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the judgments

For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 expresses opinions
 identifies appropriate examples

3 For one selected dance concept and skill: 
 makes valid judgments about how it

communicates meaning 
 uses credible examples that support the

judgments 
For the other selected dance concept and skill: 
 expresses opinions
 identifies appropriate examples

3 

For both dance concepts and skills: 
 expresses an opinion about both

2 For both dance concepts and skills: 
 expresses an opinion about both

2 
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For excerpt one, the response Mark For excerpt two, the response Mark 

 identifies an example for both  identifies an example for both

For one dance concept and skill 
 expresses an opinion
 identifies an appropriate example

1 For one dance concept and skill 
 expresses an opinion
 identifies an appropriate example

1 

• does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 • does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 

Criterion: Applying written literacy skills (5 marks) 

The response Mark The response Mark 

• uses dance terminology, including the titles of works and/or
choreographers/dancers’ names, that is accurate and relevant in
response to the chosen question

2 • communicate dance ideas and meaning in a sustained, organised and
cohesive sequencing of information

• uses language conventions appropriately and with clarity

3 

• uses dance terminology allowing for some errors 1 • communicates dance ideas and meaning
• uses language conventions allowing for some loss of clarity

2 

• does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 • communicates dance ideas 1 

• does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 0 
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Extended response (35 marks)

Assessment objectives

This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives:

1.	demonstrate an understanding of the elements of dance, structure, production elements and dance skills in a selected dance work

2.	apply written literacy skills using relevant dance terminology and language conventions to communicate ideas and meaning

4.	analyse and interpret elements of dance, structure, production elements and dance skills used in a selected dance work

8.	evaluate the selected dance work, justifying the use of elements of dance, structure, production elements and dance skills to communicate stated meaning.

Note: Objectives 3, 5, 6 and 7 are not assessed in this instrument.
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The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) has developed mock external assessments for each General senior syllabus subject to support the introduction of external assessment in Queensland.

An external assessment marking guide (EAMG) has been created specifically for each mock external assessment. 

The mock external assessments and their marking guides were:

developed in close consultation with subject matter experts drawn from schools, subject associations and universities

aligned to the external assessment conditions and specifications in General senior syllabuses  

developed under secure conditions.

Purpose

This document consists of an EAMG and an annotated response.

The EAMG:

provides a tool for calibrating external assessment markers to ensure reliability of results

indicates the correlation, for each question, between mark allocation and qualities at each level of the mark range 

informs schools and students about how marks are matched to qualities in student responses.

The annotated response:

demonstrates the qualities of a high-level response 

has been annotated using the EAMG.

Mark allocation

Where a response does not meet any of the descriptors for a question or a criterion, a mark of ‘0’ will be recorded. 
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External assessment marking guide (EAMG) 

Criterion: Understanding dance concepts and skills (2 marks)

		The response

		Mark 

		Notes



		accurately shows knowledge and understanding of dance concepts and skills

		2

		



		shows knowledge and understanding of dance concepts and skills allowing for some errors

		1

		



		· does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 

		0

		






Criterion: Analysing and interpreting dance concepts and skills (16 marks)



		For excerpt one, the response

		Mark 

		For excerpt two, the response

		Mark

		Notes



		For both dance concepts and skills:

identifies clear and valid interrelationships between key characteristics 

provides clear and detailed description of how both are manipulated to communicate meaning

		8

		For both dance concepts and skills:

identifies clear and valid interrelationships between key characteristics 

provides clear and detailed description of how both are manipulated to communicate meaning

		8

		Where Question 1 is chosen:

any two dance concepts and skills can be selected for the response that are relevant to the question and the stimulus

meaning: oppression.

Where Question 2 is chosen: 

response must relate to movement qualities and lighting

meaning: choice of meaning.

‘interrelationships’: complex and intertwined relationships between dance concepts and skills. 

‘connections’: simple links made between dance concepts and skills

Clear and detailed description requires:

explaining the characteristics of dance concept and skill, e.g. if space was chosen, the response could discuss where the body moves, including level, dimension/size, direction, shape, active space, positive space, negative space, general space, personal space, planes, pathways and performance area

detecting subtleties of meaning in the dance work.

‘key: pertinent and relevant to the meaning.



		For one dance concept and skill:

identifies clear and valid interrelationships between key characteristics 

provides clear and detailed description of how it is manipulated to communicate meaning 

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how it is manipulated to communicate meaning

		7

		For one dance concept and skill:

identifies clear and valid interrelationships between key characteristics 

provides clear and detailed description of how it is manipulated to communicate meaning 

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how it is manipulated to communicate meaning

		7

		



		For both dance concepts and skills: 

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how both are manipulated to communicate meaning

		6

		For both dance concepts and skills: 

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how both are manipulated to communicate meaning

		6

		



		For one dance concept and skill:

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how both are manipulated to communicate meaning 

For the other dance concept and skill:

provides isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to communicate meaning

		5

		For one dance concept and skill:

identifies connections between key characteristics

describes how both are manipulated to communicate meaning 

For the other dance concept and skill:

provides isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to communicate meaning

		5

		



		For both dance concepts and skills: 

provides appropriate isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how both were manipulated to communicate meaning

		4

		For both dance concepts and skills: 

provides appropriate isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how both were manipulated to communicate meaning

		4

		



		For one dance concept and skill:

provides appropriate isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to communicate meaning

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

describes movements 

expresses ideas 

		3

		For one dance concept and skill:

provides appropriate isolated examples with characteristics

expresses ideas about how it was manipulated to communicate meaning

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

describes movements 

expresses ideas 

		3

		



		For both dance concepts and skills:

describes movements 

expresses ideas 

		2

		For both dance concepts and skills:

describes movements 

expresses ideas 

		2

		



		For one dance concept and skill:

describes movements 

expresses ideas

For the other dance concept and skill:

describes movements only 

		1

		For one dance concept and skill:

describes movements 

expresses ideas

For the other dance concept and skill:

describes movements only 

		1

		The response may not link to meaning. 



		· does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 

		0

		does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 

		0
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Criterion: Evaluating and justifying dance (12 marks)

		For excerpt one, the response

		Mark 

		For excerpt two, the response

		Mark

		Notes



		For both dance concepts and skills:

makes valid and convincing judgments about how effectively both communicate meaning

uses detailed and credible examples that support the judgments

		6

		For both dance concepts and skills:

makes valid and convincing judgments about how effectively both communicate meaning

uses detailed and credible examples that support the judgments

		6

		Where Question 1 is chosen

· any two dance concepts and skills can be selected for the response that are relevant to the question and the stimulus

· meaning: oppression.

Where Question 2 is chosen

· response must relate to movement qualities and lighting

· meaning: choice of meaning.

Clear and detailed description requires detecting subtleties of meaning in the dance work.



		For one selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid and convincing judgments about how effectively it communicates meaning 

uses detailed and credible examples that support the judgments 

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid judgments about how it communicates meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments 

		5

		For one selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid and convincing judgments about how effectively it communicates meaning 

uses detailed and credible examples that support the judgments 

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid judgments about how it communicates meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments 

		5

		



		For both dance concepts and skills:

makes valid judgments about how both communicate meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments

		4

		For both dance concepts and skills:

makes valid judgments about how both communicate meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments

		4

		



		For one selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid judgments about how it communicates meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

expresses opinions 

identifies appropriate examples 

		3

		For one selected dance concept and skill:

makes valid judgments about how it communicates meaning 

uses credible examples that support the judgments

For the other selected dance concept and skill:

expresses opinions 

identifies appropriate examples 

		3

		



		For both dance concepts and skills:

expresses an opinion about both 

identifies an example for both 

		2

		For both dance concepts and skills:

expresses an opinion about both 

identifies an example for both 

		2

		Opinion may not link to meaning or concept.



		For one dance concept and skill

expresses an opinion 

identifies an appropriate example

		1

		For one dance concept and skill

expresses an opinion 

identifies an appropriate example

		1

		Opinion may not link to meaning or concept.



		· does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 

		0

		does not satisfy any of the descriptors. 

		0

		







Criterion: Applying written literacy skills (5 marks)

		The response

		Mark

		The response

		Mark 



		uses dance terminology, including the titles of works and/or choreographers/dancers’ names, that is accurate and relevant in response to the chosen question

		2

		communicate dance ideas and meaning in a sustained, organised and cohesive sequencing of information 

uses language conventions appropriately and with clarity

		3



		uses dance terminology allowing for some errors

		1

		communicates dance ideas and meaning 

uses language conventions allowing for some loss of clarity

		2



		does not satisfy any of the descriptors.

		0

		communicates dance ideas

		1



		

		does not satisfy any of the descriptors.

		0
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[bookmark: _Hlk2087551]Sample response

Note: Only one example is highlighted for each criterion in the following response; further examples can be found throughout the response.

		Throughout:

Understanding dance concepts and skills



accurately shows knowledge and understanding of dance concepts and skills













































































Evaluating and justifying dance

For both dance concepts and skills 

makes valid and convincing judgments about how both effectively communicate meaning

uses detailed and credible examples that support the judgments















Throughout:

Applying written literacy skills

communicate dance ideas and meaning in a sustained, organised and cohesive sequencing of information 

uses language conventions appropriately and with clarity

		[bookmark: _Hlk12438926]Hofesh Shechter effectively communicates the idea of oppression in the two excerpts from “Uprising” using two dance concepts and skills – space and dynamics. In the first excerpt, the frenetic, animalistic nature of man and his response to the struggles with power inequality is expressed and in the second excerpt, the physical and emotional pain of man when hope is stifled through oppression. 



Space is used effectively to communicate the intent of oppression.  In both excerpts, levels are utilised to portray the downtrodden nature of the dancers.  In excerpt one, the men constantly travel across the stage moving between low and medium levels often using swinging or curved arms, creating shapes reminiscent of gorillas moving quickly through the forest. They move around the stage on a medium level before collapsing to the ground, in a variety of low level poses including the foetal position. With their upper body collapsed forward over their parallel legs they express a loss of power and lack of strength.  The dancers enter intermittently as solo, duo and trio performing a series of low level crouched triplets around the stage.  The awkward, frantic nature of this repetitive movement creates a sense of urgency as dancers stay low to keep ‘off the radar’. This successfully expresses a negative, ‘flight’ response of humans to a threat. At other times a ‘fear’ response is elicited as dancers curl protectively into a still tight ball. In a rare high level moment, a solo dancer runs and hops onto centre stage covering his face with both hands and quickly collapsing to the ground. This veiled, short-lived attempt to show strength in the face of domination highlights the innate need for man to fight back against power inequalities, to reach out for help and a better outcome.



Throughout excerpt two, the seven men, at mostly low level, move in unison to convey a sense of a united struggle against power inequality. Their movements reflect both physical and emotional pain. The dancers reach skyward gesturing for help while arched in an awkward balance on their shoulder and toes, contracting suddenly to roll in a similar shape facing a different direction.  While the movements vary, the constant use of low level symbolises their continued oppression.  Shapes are manipulated to express a sense of pain and agony, reacting to the hurt and anger experienced by the oppressed.  Dancers contort in angular asymmetrical and symmetrical shapes, including shuddering, as they balance in second, their hands extended and contracted in claw-like shapes. This communicates their raw physical discomfort before they collapse backwards ending in an awkward bridge on the floor with their leg extended at right angles, feet flexed.  The quick changes of direction, such as flipping front to back and side to side, effectively enhances the concept of struggle.  The repetition of the contorted positions combined with angry thumping of fists into the floor highlight the emotional impact of threat. This builds an unpleasant, fractured mood and tangible tension as the viewer waits to see what the men will do with their palpable negative response to their oppressive context. Throughout both excerpts, Shechter effectively manipulates spatial elements to communicate a raw physical and emotional response to the threat of oppression.



The use of dynamics also skilfully communicates the intent of oppression.  In excerpt one, three dancers enter the stage performing strong, heavy throws with their arms and weighted jumps.  They sweep their joined hands over and around their head signalling their frustration.  Later in the section, a duo use heavily weighted hits on the floor, energetic rolls and a low level turn before facing the back and flopping heavily forward with their legs extended.  They remain motionless in this position in an act of exhaustion, of giving up.  Weighted, forceful movements are also utilised in the second excerpt. The men hit the floor heavily with their hands, accompanied with a guttural ‘huh’ sound.  There is a moment when the men are still, their right hand open to receive their head which is seemingly being pushed forcefully down by an invisible oppressor. They appear to be trying to ward off this threat with their left hand extended strongly behind them, shuddering with the effort. The men perform a phrase of movement where they collapse backwards, and then sidewards, seemingly reacting to trying to get up but falling back down again.  The erratic jerks such as a contraction to the back before flipping suddenly to the front create a feeling of being manipulated by an unseen force.  The men roll into a seated position with their heads bowed, downcast focus, arms tucked in tightly and hands in their laps as if to create a shield, forcibly rocking repeatedly back and forward before thrusting their arms backwards as if to push away their unseen oppressor. 



Contrasting movement qualities in each section convey the idea of oppression.  Excerpt one has a relaxed, released quality seen particularly in the swinging arm movements, the loose wrapping movements around the body and over the dancers’ heads which appear as a lack of power and control.  In excerpt two the movements are stronger with sporadic bursts of energy disrupting the flow of movement as if reacting to an unseen force. A swinging and suspended quality permeates the hops, turns and lunges of the first trio in the first section as they attempt to shrug off the feeling of oppression by travelling back and forth across the space.  The repetitious collapsing movements in excerpt two, mostly at low level, symbolise the dancers lack of power. This manipulation of varying dynamics throughout the excerpts effectively communicates the idea of oppression.



Through the effective variation of spatial and dynamic elements Shechter clearly communicates fundamental reactions of mankind when faced with sustained oppression. In the first excerpt the choices of space and dynamics has effectively highlighted the facelessness of man and his frenetic response to oppression. In excerpt two the manipulation of space and dynamics has powerfully expressed physical and emotional pain in response to power inequality.

		Applying written literacy skills

uses dance terminology, including the titles of works and/or choreographers/ dancers’ names, that is accurate and relevant in response to the chosen question 







Analysing and interpreting dance concepts and skills

For both dance concepts and skills [space]:

identifies clear and valid interrelationships between key characteristics 

provides clear and detailed description of how both are manipulated to communicate meaning
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